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WHERE WE ARE
AS A NATION

THE DREADED STATISTICS
KENTUCKY IS #1
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MORE STATS
ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES ARE MORE LIKELY TO …

Be inactive

MORE STATS
ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES ARE MORE LIKELY TO …

Smoke

MORE STATS
ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES ARE MORE LIKELY TO …

Be obese
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MORE STATS
ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES ARE MORE LIKELY TO …

Have high blood pressure

MORE STATS
TYPES OF DISABILITIES COMPARING U.S. WITH KENTUCKY

THE PROBLEMS
SPOTLIGHTING THE IMPEDIMENTS TO RURAL HEALTH
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THE PROBLEMS
• Lack of access to Disability-Inclusive Health Care
• Accessible medical equipment not available in clinics
• Lack of healthcare provider knowledge in working with individuals with complex needs
• No local access to durable medical equipment (DME) providers
• Transportation
• Centralized treatment is only option
• Cultural Reality vs. Fear

LACK OF ACCESS TO DISABILITY-INCLUSIVE HEALTH CARE

Disability inclusion:
Consider the needs and
engagement of people with
disabilities
Offer same opportunity to
participate in all aspects of
life to the best of his or her
abilities and desires.

Inclusive health applies to
both communication and
physical access.
Effectively communicate
with patients who have a
range of disabilities,
including hearing, speech,
vision, or intellectual
disability.

Availability of accessible
medical equipment: scales,
examination tables, or
chairs.
Allow for additional time
during examinations.

LACK OF ACCESS
• These ratios are for everyone in the US
• Higher in rural areas
• Lack of access equals unhealthy
communities
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RURAL CLINIC ACCESSIBILITY

Adults with disabilities in the
Commonwealth are more
likely to experience negative
health outcomes, high blood
pressure, obesity, diabetes,
heart disease, inactivity and
smoking

Health care for persons with
disabilities are sparse and often
poorly coordinated,

Availability and quality vary
geographically, significantly
less in rural Appalachian
Kentucky.

RURAL CLINIC ACCESSIBILITY

Smaller rural hospitals and clinics have
constraints and barriers that impact
ability to create fully accessible facilities
because of:
low rates of reimbursement
aging facilities

Improving accessibility provides the
opportunity for increasing revenue!
Recruitment of new patients with disabilities and
their networks
Retention of aging patients

MORE STATS
THE HIGH COST OF UNHEALTHY COMMUNITIES

•
•

A lack of access not only impacts the person’s
quality of life, it also leads to an overall increase in
healthcare costs.
Disability costs in healthcare expenditures are $5.8
billion per year in Kentucky.
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ACCESSIBLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT NOT AVAILABLE IN CLINICS

No lower
examination
tables

No Accessible
scales

Over
cautious/Under
Cautious

No equipment
or training for
lifting patients

Not changing
protocol for
examinations

LACK OF HEALTHCARE PROVIDER KNOWLEDGE IN
WORKING WITH INDIVIDUALS WITH COMPLEX NEEDS
• Individuals with disabilities are 3x more likely to have heart disease, diabetes,
cancer, and high blood pressure than the general population without disabilities
• Individuals with disabilities often have lower rates in screenings
• Health care professional assumption that screening unnecessary
• Lower participation rates due to fear by patient (Skin, hassle, untrained transfers,
extra time versus non-disabled)
• Unclear/undelivered information about the procedure given to patient by health
care professional
• Presumption of life longevity
• Health care professionals defining patients by their disabilities
• Comorbidities/secondary conditions

NO LOCAL ACCESS TO DME PROVIDERS

OF THE MORE THAN 300
LICENSED DME
PROVIDERS IN KY, LESS
THAN 10% OFFER
SPECIALIZED MOBILITY
OPTIONS

WHEN SOMETHING
BREAKS THERE’S NO ONE
TO FIX IT

SEATING SPECIALIST
ONLY IN URBAN AREAS

APPOINTMENTS ARE
GROUPED CAUSING
LONGER WAIT TIMES

GEOGRAPHY/TERRAIN
CAUSES DELAYS
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TRANSPORTATION

01

02

03

Individuals with disabilities
residing in rural communities
consistently cite the lack of
transportation as one of the
most significant barriers to
accessing necessary services

Accessible transportation is
essential for individuals with
disabilities to be able to
access employment, health
care, and actively participate
socially

As the result of inadequate
transportation, 560,000
persons with disabilities
(PWD) never leave their
homes

TRANSPORTATION IN RURAL KENTUCKY
• Kentucky is made up of largely rural
communities, and access to transportation is
consistently a top identified barrier.
• In the 2017 KentuckyWorks statewide summit,
transportation (and especially rural
transportation) was among the priorities most
frequently identified by community organization
members, individuals with a disability, family
members, and employers.

CENTRALIZED TREATMENT IS ONLY OPTION
NOT ENOUGH DOCTORS

About a fifth of Americans live in rural areas, but barely a tenth of physicians
practice there
The inequalities between urban and rural areas begins with medical school
applicants—there are too few applicants from rural areas to begin with.
Medical students with rural roots are more likely to return to their
communities to practice, but still only 50% do.
Of the 50% that do, nearly 90% are in family medicine/general practice.
Specialists cluster is urban areas.
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CENTRALIZED TREATMENT IS ONLY OPTION

NOT ENOUGH DOCTORS

• Residents are more likely to practice near where
they train, and most of the prominent medical
schools are in large cities
• Without doctors/hospitals, no need for
support/rehab staff (Nurses, PT, OT, Respiratory,
etc) and no referral system for home health,
DME, etc.
• Rural areas don’t have much to offer?

CENTRALIZED TREATMENT IS ONLY OPTION
MORE ISSUES

• Even when physicians do choose to practice in rural areas, they may find that
there are not enough patients to support their practice or that most patients are
Medicaid beneficiaries.
• Rural physicians may find that being the only provider in town means they never
get a day off.

CENTRALIZED TREATMENT IS ONLY OPTION
• Kentucky’s predominately rural nature, with 98 of its 120 counties
categorized as nonmetropolitan, means that successful recruitment
to this population is particularly important for the health of the state.
• More than two-thirds of Kentucky’s counties – 81 out of 120 (67%),
and nearly all of them rural – are officially designated health
professional shortage areas (HPSAs) for primary care by the Health
Resources and Services Administration (HRSA).
• Nationally, only about 25% of the United States’ 3,082 counties are
wholly designated as primary care HPSAs.
•

Baretta R. Casey, M.D., Judy Jones, J.D.,

•

David A. Gross and Lola Dixon
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CULTURE OF REALITY VS FEAR
Reality
1. Higher unemployment,
2. Fewer college graduates,
3. Higher poverty rates,
4. Lower levels of health insurance
coverage,
5. Greater shortages of health care
providers,
6. Underfinanced health services.

Fear
1. I will lose my home
2. Trusting the local doctor/Urban legends
3. Community will find out my disability
4. Diagnosis won’t be favorable
5. I’m not sick enough to keep my disability
6. Jones men don’t go to the doctor

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
CAPACITY BUILDING AND COLLABORATION

WHO CAN HELP
• Cooperative Extension System
• Community leaders
• Faith-based institutions
• Employers
• People with disabilities
• Politicians
• Who else?
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The Surgeon General’s Call to Action to Improve
the Health and Wellness of Persons with Disabilities
asks that all healthcare providers:
• Give each patient—including people with disabilities—the
information needed to live a long and healthy life.

COMMUNICATION
IS KEY

• Listen and respond to the patient’s health concerns.
• Communicate clearly and directly with the patient.
• Take the time needed to meet the patient’s health care needs
• Talk with your colleagues who have similar experiences
• Recognize the resources in your community
• Don’t consider referral the go to response if you wouldn’t
refer a patient w/o disability
• Identify and address your personal bias’s toward disabilities

THINGS MEDICAL STAFF SHOULD KNOW WHEN
TREATING INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES
Listen to the patient and family. 99% of
the time, with the exception of
diagnosis and treatment, the patient
knows more about their disability than
the doctor, especially how it affects
their daily lives.

Sometimes doing nothing is most
helpful.

Don’t group everyone – everyone
is different even with the same
disability.

Understand before advice. If you
don’t know, don’t proceed. - Best
doctor I ever had was one that
said “I don’t know, but I will work
with you to understand.”

ASSURE ACCESSIBILITY IN HEALTH CARE
• Legally required – a person with a disability must receive medical services equal to those
received by a person without a disability.
• Medically important - minor problems can be detected and treated before turning into major
and possibly life-threatening problems.
• Statutes require medical care providers to make their services available in an accessible
manner.
• In 2010, a technical assistance document was published that provides guidance for medical
care providers on the requirements of the ADA in medical settings with respect to people
with mobility disabilities.
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ADA AND MEDICAL CARE

Private hospitals and medical offices

• Title III as places of public accommodation

Public hospitals, clinics, and medical
offices operated by state and local
government

• Title II as programs of the public entities

Section 504 covers any that receive
federal financial assistance, which can
include Medicare and Medicaid
reimbursements.

WHAT DOES THE ADA REQUIRE?
• Full and equal access to their health care services and
facilities; and
• Reasonable modifications to policies, practices, and
procedures when necessary to make health care services
fully available to individuals with disabilities, unless the
modifications would fundamentally alter the nature of the
services.
• All buildings are subject to accessibility requirements for
existing facilities (INCLUDING those built before the
ADA)

CLINIC ACCESSIBILITY SURVEY
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RURAL CLINIC ACCESSIBILITY SURVEYS
• Assess accessibility of the facility
• Assessment tool developed by Institute for Human Centered Design:
https://www.adachecklist.org/

RECOMMENDATIONS

Parking
Approach and Entrance
Interior Access to Services
Toilet Rooms
Medical Equipment
Additional Recommendations

APPROACH AND ENTRANCE
• One route from site arrival point
that does not require the use of
stairs.
• Accessible parking identified by
size, access aisle, and signage.
• At least one van accessible space
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PARKING

PARKING

APPROACH AND ENTRANCES
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APPROACH AND ENTRANCE

ACCESSIBLE EXAM ROOM
FEATURES
• Accessible route to and through the room
• Appropriate models and placement of
accessible exam equipment
• Adequate floor Space inside the room for
side transfers and use of lift equipment,
min. 30” x 48” adjacent to exam table
• Prefer access to exam table from both
sides.
• 60”x60” turning radius

INTERIOR ACCESS
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INTERIOR ACCESS

INTERIOR ACCESS

INTERIOR ACCESS

• Waiting Areas – space
to orient in same
direction
• Aisles of seating wide
and clear
• Access between
furniture to sit
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TOILET ROOMS

• Roll under sink
• Paper towel access without
obstruction, no higher than 44”
above the floor
• Centerline of toilet 16”-18” from
side wall
• 17”-19” toilet height
• 36” grab bar behind toilet, 42” on
side wall
• TP dispenser 7”-9” from front of
toilet

MAX 40” TO
BOTTOM

ADDITIONAL ACCESS
• Water Fountains
• Flashing/Audible Fire Alarm
• TTY and public telephone signage

ACCESSIBLE
EQUIPMENT
• Transfer Surface
• Exam Tables
• Mammography machine
• Lifts
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ACCESSIBLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

Adjustable
height exam
table
Specialized
equipment

• Ability to lower to 17-19” from the floor; transfer surface of
21” wide/15” deep
• Elements to stabilize and support a person during transfer
and while one table, such as rails, straps, stabilization cushions,
wedges or rolled up towels.

• Adjustable height radiologic equipment
• Mammography equipment – 30” – 42” from the ground;
knee/toe clearance 25” deep; standing supports
• Scales

Jason Jones
HDI Kentucky Works
jp.jones@uky.edu

THANK YOU

Christina Espinosa Bard
HDI Community Education Director
ctespinosa@uky.edu
Dr. Pat Kitzman, PhD., PT
College of Health Sciences
University of Kentucky
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